the new york times
innovate. maximize. integrate.

CONTINUOUSLY
INNOVATING
COMBINING
INDUSTRY FIRSTS
WITH
EXCLUSIVITY

THE NEW YORK TIMES Our collaboration with
The New York Times is all about creating local ownership
through innovative fixed positioning using various New York
Times channels—both print and digital—all designed to
maximize our reach to more than 40 million unique NYT
monthly readers worldwide.
A common goal we share with the NYT is a mutual desire
to continuously innovate, combining industry firsts with
exclusivity across both print and digital platforms as well as
deliberately integrating social media and video into everything
we execute in order to reach the largest and most diverse
global audience possible.
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eXPand

eXPand
InternatIonal realty

InternatIonal realty

ExplorE your Lifestyle
anywhere In the world

ExplorE your Lifestyle
anywhere In the world

long Bay, anguilla

BreathtakIng BeaChFront
three VIlla CoMPleX
farm & ranch

Waterfront

GoLf

SKI

an exceptional three villa complex nestled on the bluffs
bordering the powdery white sand of long Bay Beach-one
of anguilla’s most exclusive residential beach enclaves.
FInd out More

Pleats Unit This high-impact branding unit was designed EXCLUSIVELY for Sotheby’s International
Realty® and is expected to fetch 2.1M media impressions. Featuring four new properties each
month, the expanded view of this unit provides readers with full details on each featured property along
with a corresponding link to sir.com. Within the U.S. edition of NYTimes.com, Pleats appears in the Business,
TMagazine and Travel & Style sections. Outside the U.S., it has a run of site (ROS) rotation.
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Rotating Cube This branding and
lead generating unit also provides Sotheby’s
International Realty with EXCLUSIVITY
as a fixed unit on the home page of the
GlobalNYT.com website. Estimated to
deliver an astounding 190 M media
impressions, this unit allows users to
conduct a property search of all Sotheby’s
International Realty listings by lifestyle
or location anywhere in the world and
provides easy access to sir.com.
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iPad Safari Browser
Interstitial & iPhone App
Sponsorship Both of these units
provide us with the ability to reach the
all-important mobile audience. Showcasing
listings throughout our global audience,
these units combined are primed to
deliver over 4M media impressions.
iPhone sponsorhip has a 25% share of
voice (SOV) and the iPad interstitial is
capped at one view per user, per session.
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Great Homes & Destinations Fixed and EXCLUSIVE placement with the Great Homes
& Destinations home page and search results page adds another element of both brand awareness and lead
generation for our listings in a targeted and global manner. Driving an estimated 12M media impressions,
both pages feature a big ad unit updated dynamically showcasing listings within our worldwide network.
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Dedicated “Times Topics” Page
For use as a brand awareness building unit,
“Times Topics” is a one-stop-shop to learn about
all the facets of our brand’s collaboration with
the NYT whereby every element is featured.
Video is integrated along with our featured
properties and links to key program elements for
easy navigation.
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Real Estate Slideshow Sponsorship
Another high impact brand building unit is the
EXCLUSIVE sponsorship of the NYT real estate
slide shows. Designed to generate leads for the listings
featured, this unit enjoys a 100% share of voice
(SOV) and incorporates a lead-in “duvet” ad unit at
the beginning of the slideshow and a big ad unit at the
end all while driving 14.4M media impressions.
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Property Listings NYTimes.com is the #1
website driver to sir.com so naturally it makes sense
that ALL property listings featured on sir.com are
automatically fed to NYTimes.com. Reaching over 40M
unique monthly visitors, it is anticipated that we will
succeed in driving 13M media impressions to our
listings… providing targeted, global awareness for the
properties we represent.
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All property listings featured on SIR.com
are automatically fed to NYTimes.com.
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Print Reaching the global audience
that still wants to sit and peruse the
NYT award-winning magazines
is important to us, therefore we are
executing 2-page spread print ads
each quarter in select NYT magazines
designed to reach the travel and lifestyle
connoisseurs of life.
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Targeted, Run of Site Banner
Ads Rounding out our media plan is the execution
of strategically placed banner ads appearing on the
Real Estate Global Home Page, the Great Homes
& Destinations Features Property Home Page, the
TMagazine section front and within with Great Homes
and Destinations Search Results page. But don’t let
these banners fool you in their power… combined they
are expected to fetch nearly 58M global media
impressions and all of them feature homes for sale.
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A matchless opportunity Our network’s
branding and listing exposure elements will be served up on
NYTimes.com in a relevant, timely and individual basis providing
a consistent and matchless opportunity to showcase the homes
we represent to millions of global NYTimes.com visitors each
month. In fact, our 2013 plan in total is designed to drive nearly
300M media impressions with powerful global reach:
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NYTIMES.COM | KEY INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

NYTIMES.COM | GLOBAL REACH

TOTAL
UNIQUE
VISITORS

TOTAL
PAGES
VIEWED

TOTAL
VISITS

France

597,000

7,075,000

2,978,000

Germany

866,000

6,846,000

2,714,000

4,642,000

Ireland

264,000

1,505,000

734,000

11,000,000

5,408,000

Italy

384,000

3,071,000

1,417,000

2,599,000

26,000,000

12,062,000

Netherlands

391,000

3,063,000

1,493,000

18,796,000

142,000,000

66,273,000

Spain

464,000

3,124,000

1,725,000

United Kingdom

2,321,000

15,155,000

8,680,000

Australia

1,070,000

8,388,000

3,767,000

898,000

6,102,000

2,409,000

India

1,126,000

4,955,000

2,604,000

Japan

310,000

3,832,000

1,307,000

Malaysia

210,000

901,000

501,000

243,000

2,440,000

996,000

80,000

--

--

407,000

2,672,000

1,340,000

TOTAL
UNIQUE
VISITORS

TOTAL
PAGES
VIEWED

TOTAL
VISITS

Europe

7.919,000

57,000,000

27,830,000

Asia Pacific

5,357,000

37,000,000

16,331,000

Middle East - Africa

1,452,000

10,000,000

Latin America

1,468,000

Canada
Non-US

China

NYTIMES.COM | REACH IN TOP US MARKETS
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THE SUNDAY
NEW YORK TIMES

1,900,000

464,819

Los Angeles

877,000

40,287

Singapore

Chicago

683,000

35,714

South Korea

Philadelphia

442,000

47,371

Brazil

Washington, DC

411,000

44,940

Boston

512,000

51,585

IHT | CIRCULATION

Minneapolis-St. Paul

274,000

13,054

REGION

Dallas-Ft. Worth

292,000

10,498

Europe

San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose

525,000

56,336

Asia/Pacific

Detroit

209,000

15,701

Americas

DMA
New York

IHT CIRCULATION
114,528
93,402
1,738
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